Any time for any circumstance.

Every time in this picture is a game.

The background is plain.

The position is a high point.

The photograph is taken.

I believe it's determined.

I think this boy is focused, determined.

I see this photo, I see the attitude.

My score is 3.

Above Level

Score: 3

Learning Outcome: 3.25 Make Sense of Information

The colour, subject matter, etc. reveal that attitude.

Identify an attitude displayed in the photograph on page 20. Explain how details (such as perspective, etc.) reveal that attitude.
Score: 5

"He is very prepared." - Because of the long pads I can tell that.

"That's him." - The field.

Also the way he's looking towards a better angle so that he makes the

If he's level he is. We can see the field.

I try to focus only on the task at hand.

Face. The idea is really concerning and it

For one. The expression on the boy's

Details are precise.

In this match.

In the same. Fully prepared.

I think that boy is focused.

reveal that attitude in the photograph.

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Score: 4

except the game.

everything else is blocked out.

were in his head and that

the background is blurry. His like

as the photo is taken from

He is looking into it. We can tell

object.

The eyes are very fixed on his

nose.

is closed meaning he is breathing.

no he is considered. His mouth

Just by looking at his mouth, we

Details are relevant and specific.

attitude of perseverance.

There is a photo. I see the

that attitude in the photograph.

explanation of how details reveal

explanation of how details revealed

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Score: 2

Focus.

not sure that he is mad but of

concentrating on his next

colours make the

picture seem more of a mad

Details are generalized.

Photograph.

picture is either anger or

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Score: 0

Rationale

Details reveal attitude.

explanation of how the

Response identifies an attitude and provides

Response identifies an attitude and provides